Abstract-Exact equivalent straight waveguide representation is given for a waveguide of arbitrary curvature and torsion. No assumptions regarding refractive index contrast, isotropy of materials, or particular morphology in the waveguide cross section are made. This enables rigorous full-vector modeling of in-plane curved or helically wound waveguides with use of available simulators for straight waveguides without the restrictions of the known approximate equivalent-index formulas.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N 3-D space, any curve can be defined by its curvature and torsion , which both may vary along the curve. If and are constant, an ordinary helix is defined. In this paper, we shall consider electromagnetic waveguides whose axes are helical. Instead of specifying and , it is convenient to parameterize such waveguides by the pitch and the radius, or axial shift (the latter introduced with some ambiguity), as in Fig. 1 . By setting , one arrives at an in-plane bend; by taking , the waveguide gets straight. Many specific full-vector methods to treat in-plane waveguide bends have been reported, most of them based on the separation of variables in cylindric coordinates and the subsequent treatment of waveguide modes in the cross section-by the source-type integral-equation technique [1] , [2] , the finitedifference [3] - [5] or finite-element [6] methods, the method of lines [7] - [9] , etc. While being very efficient in terms of computation workload, these methods require substantial effort at the algorithm implementation stage, and cannot be used for modeling waveguide twists. More general are 3-D time-domain finite-difference [10] , [11] and finite-element [12] , [13] methods. Their common drawback is high computation cost: in one recent example [12] , a 64-processor cluster was used for fiber bend propagation modeling.
A widely used approximate technique to treat waveguide bends is by introducing an equivalent straight waveguide with refractive index profile modified as [4] , [14] - [17] (1) where is the dielectric permittivity (assumed scalar, as measured in a Cartesian frame) in the cross section perpendicular to the waveguide curved axis, is the bend radius, and is the distance from the -directed curvature axis. The equivalent-index approach is very appealing because there are many reliable tools for perfectly straight waveguides. Unfortunately, any of the equivalent-index formulas in (1) are only valid in the weak-guidance regime and for small curvature of an isotropic waveguide. Furthermore, none are useful in modeling twisted waveguides.
An interesting approach to modeling an homogeneously twisted waveguide with rigorous equivalent permittivity and permeability was reported in [18] . It was made possible due to the generally covariant formulation of Maxwell's equations, as sketched below in Section II. The drawback of the "rectangular helical" coordinate system used in [18] and [19] (in terminology of Waldron [20] ) is that the waveguide is defined by its cross section in the -plane (see Fig. 1 ), which is convenient when the waveguide is twisted along its axis, but this prevents in-plane waveguide bend ( , ) being obtained by . In contrast, the formulation in this paper is based on a "polar helical" system [20] , or rather its modification specified in Section III. In Section IV, exact equivalent and profiles are derived, reducing to (1) when and the curvature is small. In Section V, two other important special cases are considered: an in-plane waveguide bend of arbitrary curvature, and a weakly twisted waveguide.
II. MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS
Owing to the generally covariant nature of classical electrodynamics [21] , Maxwell's equations in arbitrary curvilinear co-0018-9480/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE ordinates can be written in a form identical to their Cartesian representation in a right-handed system as follows: (2) where is the permutation tensor density, , time derivatives are denoted with dots, , and the usual summation rule is assumed. The permittivity and permeability are tensor densities of weight 1, which transform as (3) while and are covariant vectors (4) where is the Jacobian transformation matrix, . For isotropic media possessing scalar permittivity and permeability , measured in a Cartesian frame, transformation rules (3) reduce to (5) owing to the transformation behavior of the metric tensor and insofar as in a Cartesian frame. The determinant of covariant metric , to comply with standard notation. Note also that the "relative" and "free-space" permittivity and permeability are often used such that and , and the free-space speed of light . Since Maxwell's equations (2) are indistinguishable from those for Cartesian components of three-vectors and , an ordinary mode solver based on a Cartesian grid can be employed for any coordinate system, given the permittivity and permeability profiles modified via (3) or (5). Cartesian components of "conventional" three-vectors and can then be restored from and via (4) if necessary. Furthermore, if the transformed and appear to be independent on one of the coordinates, standard separation of variables becomes possible.
III. HELICAL COORDINATES
Several coordinate systems were used with helical structures. In [18] and [19] and some earlier works on waveguides twisted along their axes, coordinates were used related to the Cartesian system by
The corresponding distance element is (7) Hence, the metric tensor does not depend on and, thus, the permittivity and permeability transformed according to (5) do not acquire dependence on for a waveguide defined by its cross section in the -plane and by a constant rate of rotation around the -axis. As mentioned in Section I, however, this transformation is not meaningful for . A different transformation from Cartesian to the "polar helical" system (we denote new coordinates by as before) was proposed in [20] as follows: (8) with
. (We use the longitudinal helical coordinate instead of the conventional polar coordinate , and denote the radial coordinate by for coherent notation in this paper. The choice was made to ease use of the equivalent-index formulas below.) The corresponding distance element (9) shows that the metric tensor depends solely on now and parametrically on and with components and , unlike in (7), and it reduces to the metric of cylindric system by setting . We may thus use transformation (8) for our purposes. It is still not very practical, however, as far as the waveguide must be defined by its cross section, which is not perpendicular to the waveguide axis once . We follow [22] to modify (8) as follows: (10) with and . The and coordinate lines are helices of opposite handedness. It is easy to see that with , the transformation (10) is reduced to (8) . In the following, we find it convenient to impose orthogonality between the two families of helices at by choosing such that ; the values for and are obviously dictated by waveguide geometry. Subject to such constraint, in (10) can be called the transverse helical coordinate. The distance element (11) defines the components of covariant metric tensor in the coordinates given by (10) with . It is seen that and the contravariant tensor that occurs in (5) is (12) Another helical coordinate system proposed by Germano in [23] is strictly orthogonal (not merely at ), but it does not retain invariance along the generating helix and, thus, makes separation of variables impossible.
IV. EQUIVALENT PROFILES

A. Isotropic Waveguides
One may use (5) with the contravariant metric tensor given by (12) to obtain and in the new coordinates for a bent and twisted waveguide made of isotropic materials. The expressions for curvature and torsion of an ordinary helix (13) allow to write transformed via (5) as follows:
and similarly for . Given the curvature and torsion, one has to modify according to (14) and analogously, and to employ any conventional algorithm to solve Maxwell's equations (2) for a straight waveguide. We, therefore, call (14) and analogous expressions for the components the equivalent straight waveguide profiles. In the new coordinates, the curved waveguide is -invariant ("straight"), defined by its cross section in the coordinate surface. It should be noted that this is a helical surface defined by in (10) , not a plane. It is close to a plane perpendicular to the axis of a waveguide whose width is small enough compared to the torsion reciprocal , but care should be taken when defining the cross section of a highly twisted waveguide. The condition does not limit the validity of (14) ; however, it is just a matter of convenience in defining waveguide geometry.
An interesting observation follows from (14) , or rather from (12) already: due to the independence of the metric tensor on the transverse helical coordinate , and its off-diagonal components-which reverse their sign under the -reflection-vanishing at the radial coordinate being close to , separation of waveguide modes into TE and TM classes occurs in a narrow waveguide symmetric with respect to some surface. Such separation is not seen in the standard "polar helical" coordinates (8) or "rectangular helical" system (6) since and are essentially nonzero in those frames. A related observation regards waveguide reversibility: with nonzero and , even the waveguide perfectly homogeneous along is not invariant under -reflection in the coordinates. Yet, again, it is almost reciprocal if sufficiently narrow.
B. Anisotropic Waveguides
Formulas (14a)-(14d), derived via (5), are applicable only to a waveguide made of isotropic materials. Often, the effects of anisotropy should be taken into account. This can be achieved easily by using the general transformation rules (3) and noting that the transformation matrix for contravariant components, as obtained from (10), can be conveniently decomposed as follows:
where Since we consider -invariant waveguides, such that the permittivity measured in a Cartesian frame along some surface is and similarly for , the matrices cancel out in and transformed according to (3) as follows: (15) and similarly for . Now, unlike in the case of isotropic waveguides (14) , the equivalent profiles depend on the sine and cosine functions of in 's as far as .
C. Numerical Implementation
The continuous dependence in (14) on the radial coordinate or in (15) on both and prohibits use of integral-equation methods to solve the dimensionality reduced Maxwell's equations with (14) or (15) . We are thus concerned with the implementation of (14) and (15) in the finite-difference or finite-element simulations.
The presence of nonzero off-diagonal components in (14) and (15) has several consequences. First, Yee's scheme [24] -a popular field staggering scheme in the finite-difference time-domain and frequency-domain computations-becomes not very well suited. It should be augmented with some averaging of the off-diagonal components over neighboring grid nodes [25] or changed to the collocated scheme [26] . Second, nonreciprocity in the -direction may complicate some algorithms: e.g., both odd and even terms in the propagation constant would appear in the frequency-domain Maxwell's equations, thus prohibiting their formulation as an ordinary eigenproblem. Finally, the perfectly matched layers (PMLs) used commonly to represent open boundaries in the finite-difference or finite-element calculations [27] should be constructed as shown below.
The PML method is similar to the complex-coordinate transformation technique in the quantum theory of atomic resonances [28] . Within the electromagnetics modeling community, the relation between the complex-valued coordinate and the real-valued bounded computational coordinate is commonly written as (16) where the "coordinate-stretching" function is the Jacobian matrix component, , and defines the PML conductivity profile. Treating (16) as an ordinary transform of the "first" coordinate of a given (not necessarily Cartesian) coordinate system, one can modify and in the PML regions as [28] and similarly for . Constructing the PMLs in the transverse helical and radial directions of our coordinates leads to (17) In the following examples, we consider isotropic waveguides described by the equivalent profiles (14) so we rewrite (17) for such a case explicitly as follows: (18) while the coordinate in (14) is transformed via (16) . It must be remembered that the magnetic permeability should be treated in the same way even when .
V. SPECIAL CASES
A. ,
An important special case, which we will explicitly consider first, is an in-plane waveguide bend, i.e., and, hence, . Formulas (14a)-(14d) are reduced to (19) Exactly the same formulas follow from [29, eq. (12) ] specified for isotropic . These formulas were tested extensively, and no numerical problems in the vicinity of the axis were observed. To clearly see the relation of (19) with approximate equivalent index expressions (1), we shift the radial coordinate and designate and . We thus get xx yy zz (20) The expressions for xx and yy , multiplied by their -counterparts, lead to refractive tensor components xx xx xx and yy yy yy , which are precisely in line with (1) in the case of nonmagnetic media. The zz and zz components manifestly differ from the rest, however. This difference is negligible for low-contrast slightly bent waveguides, but comes into play upon departing from the weakly guiding regime, when significant -components of electric and magnetic fields start "probing" the zz and zz profiles. Our first illustration to the validity of (19) , or (20) , is the problem of light propagation in a slab waveguide bend amenable to analytic treatment [30] . After substituting (19) and similar formulas for into the frequency-domain Maxwell's curl equations and setting and , one gets two pairs of first-order scalar equations: one pair for the and components (TE mode, in the infinite slab nomenclature) as follows:
and another pair for and (TM mode). To derive a secondorder equation for , for example, one combines the above two equations to get, in the regions of constant the following: where and . This is a well-known Bessel equation for TE modes in a bent slab waveguide [30] , while an attempt to get the same equation with approximate equivalentindex formulas in (1) fails.
The second example numerically demonstrates the failure of (1) at tight bends as those analyzed in [6] for a silicon waveguide of rectangular 0.445 m 0.220 m cross section lying on a plane silica substrate. The waveguide bend radius is taken to be 2 m. In Fig. 2, we reproduced [6, Fig. 3(b) ] with use of equivalent profile methods, the here proposed exact and the standard approximate one. Unlike in [6] , featuring special finite-element implementation for cylindric coordinates, here we used an usual compact 2-D full-vector finite-difference frequency-domain (FDFD) method: the frequency-domain Maxwell's equations were discretized according to the staggered 2-D (projected) Yee scheme, and the resulting ordinary eigenproblem in the waveguide mode index solved iteratively in MATLAB with the eigs function. Noteworthy, calculations on a 80 80 grid took a few seconds per wavelength point on a 1.6-GHz Intel Pentium M laptop computer-compare against 50 s reported in [6] for the finite-element modeling in cylindric coordinates. This difference in timing can be attributed partly to the FDFD and similarly for . As in the case of an isotropic waveguide bend, this allows mode separation in the TE and TM types for -symmetric and , and reversibility for -invariant and with no or components.
B.
We have two reasons in this case to omit off-diagonal components and . First, when the torsion and the curvature of a waveguide are comparable one to another by an order of magnitude while the waveguide is sufficiently narrow, i.e., , one obtains from (14) , or from (12) already (22) Second, in a weakly guiding dielectric waveguide, the electromagnetic modes are predominantly transversal and, thus, are sensitive to the and components rather than to or . Hence, the components of equivalent permittivity and permeability can often be ignored.
To compare rigorous calculations against those with the offdiagonal components in (14) omitted, we plotted in Fig. 3 the dispersion curve for the fundamental mode in a helical fiber as in [31] , with m and m, while the fiber core radius is 30 m. Again, the FDFD method was used, but this time, when nonzero components were present in and (14) omitted; and with = 0, but = R=(P + R ) in (14) or, equivalently, R = R + P =R and P = 0.
, as an eigenproblem in the frequency. The propagation constant was an input parameter. This is not very convenient compared to solving an ordinary eigenproblem, especially when material dispersion should be taken into account. Computation domain spanned 100 m 100 m and was discretized into 80 80 grid cells. Eight-cell-wide PMLs were constructed according to (18) .
We see from this figure that omitting components of and leads to nonnegligible deviation from rigorous results, but sometimes this can be an acceptable price for easier coding. One might further suggest that "the torsion effect can be neglected in helical fibers" [31] , and use (20) or even (1) with the curvature radius (note that in [31] , the term is incorrectly dropped out from this formula, leading to some nonphysical results in Section III therein). This amounts to setting in (14) while calculating with nonzero . Fig. 3 shows that this is not a good strategy when , however, even for relatively large and ; besides, it brings no simplification to the structure of equivalent permittivity and permeability matrices.
VI. CONCLUSION
Expressions (14a)-(14d) for an isotropic waveguide and (15) for an anisotropic one have been derived, valid for arbitrary curvature and torsion. Together with the PMLs given by (17) , this enables rigorous full-vector modeling of very tight and lossy waveguide bends and twists with the finite-difference or finiteelement tools designed for straight waveguides; the only price is that even for waveguides consisting of physically isotropic homogeneous materials, the equivalent and are not scalars, but 3 3 matrices with components continuously varying with (or with both and for twisted anisotropic waveguides).
In the paper, we assumed the curvature and torsion of a waveguide be constant. Their variation with the longitudinal coordinate , and prevents rigorous separation of variables in Maxwell's equations, but still it can be specified through (14) or (15) for the beam propagation or time-domain simulations of adiabatically slow transitions. To calculate abrupt bend transition losses, standard coupled-mode theory can be applied once the mode spectra of the adjoint waveguide sections are found.
Finally, a similar "equivalent straight wire" model can be developed with the use of the helical coordinates (10) orthogonalized at for curved electronic wires.
